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Winthrop student victimized

By BETH INGRAM
TJ news editor

A female Winthrop student was beaten and raped in her Roddey apartment Thursday, March 28 around 9 p.m. The suspect came to the student's room asking for assistance in locating a telephone number. While the student was looking for the number, the suspect entered her apartment, beat, and raped her.

The victim was found later by a friend and taken to Piedmont Medical Center. The incident was under full investigation by the Rock Hill Police Department and Winthrop College Public Safety. According to Jane Morris, Director of Public Information, the administration is fully committed to accelerating the investigation, protecting the victim's privacy, and providing all possible resources such as counseling for the victim.

The Emergency Response Team was on the scene immediately. Dean of Housing Cynthia Cassens notified the R.A.'s and other apartment managers of the situation to prevent a panic. Jane Rankin, instructor and Counselor at the Counseling Center, provided counseling for the victim. Dr. Bill Wells, Director of the Counseling Center, and Dean of Students, Jeff Mann, coordinated with the hospital and alerted other college officials of the incident. Lt. Harper of Public Safety is presently working with the victim to provide counseling, etc.

"It's an unfortunate set of circumstances. It shouldn't take something like this to make students aware of this type situation," said Mann. "The campus is relatively safe but obviously not absolutely. Things such as students propping doors open in the dorms after hours adds to the possibility of this type thing happening," added Mann.

Lt. Jordan advises students, "Be cautious to who you open your door to. If you do not know the person don't let him in. Also everyone should always keep their doors locked." Jordan also added that when an incident happens, notify Security right away because they may possibly catch the suspect. "If you see anything unusual please notify us right away. We're here 24 hours a day and someone will come to your aid," said Jordan.

A Dike Security Person is walking the apartment halls at night until the end of the semester to ensure safety.
**Presidential intern**

Students interested in applying for the position of Presidential Intern for the 1985-86 school year may pick up applications this week in the President’s Office in Tillman or in the Dean of Students Offices, 209 Tillman. Students will be assessed on their scholastic achievements, communications skills including writing ability, and personal character. The selected interns will work closely with President and Mrs. Lader and other members of the staff throughout the school year. Applications are due in the President’s Office at 5:00 p.m. on April 12, 1985. After an interview process, interns will be announced on April 24.

**Book and Key Honor Society**

The Book and Key Honor Society will hold its annual induction April 14, 1985 at 2:00 p.m. in 222 Dinkins. New members are as follows: Nancy F. Lawing, Michelle L. Sapp, John M. McClurken, Ronika L. Myers, Nancy J. Stewart, Mark F. Self, Lawrence P. Tavino, Deborah C. Popp, Moistola A. Garrett, Debra J. Carter, Angie R. Brelond, Philip M. Blankstein.

**Alpha Epsilon Rho**

Alpha Epsilon Rho, Winthrop’s Broadcasting Honor Society, would like to welcome its new members: Elizabeth Allen, June Ann Blankin, Marian Broadway, Michael Bunting, Russell Catoe, Bunny Duke, Scottie Garreaux, Laverne D. James, Davita McFarland, Jeanne Pruitt, Beth Teal, Laurie Tisdale, and Tommicha Walker. Congratulations!

**Winthrop College Chorale**

Dr. Robert Edgerton, Professor of Music, conducted a six-city concert tour with the 51-voice Winthrop College Chorale March 14, 1985. Highlighting the four-state trip was the Chorale’s “Bruton By Candlelight” performance at historic Bruton Parish Church in Williamsburg, Virginia. The Winthrop group also sang briefly at the Washington Cathedral and the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., in addition to presenting full concerts in Herdon, Virginia; Hampton, Virginia; Woodbridge, Virginia; Monroe, N.C. and Winston-Salem, N.C.

**Got a crush on someone?**

Delta Zeta is having an Orange Crush sale today, Tuesday, April 17 at 6 p.m. in McBryde. They will deliver an ice cold Orange Crush to whoever you have a crush on, along with a note (anonymous if preferred). Proceeds go towards the purchase of a hearing aid for a needy deaf citizen in the Rock Hill area.

**Honor and Awards Dinner**

The Honors and Awards Dinner will be held on Wednesday, April 17 at 6 p.m. in McBryde. This occasion is held annually to honor those students who are on the President’s List and the President’s Office at 5:00 p.m. on April 12, 1985. After an interview process, interns will be announced on April 24.

**TJ staff writer Pady Brackness. Costumes were designed by a professional costume designer, an alumni of Winthrop, Bob Fleschman, an Artist/Philo...**

**McCall receives Dora Brahms Award**

John McCull, director of campus planning and design at Winthrop, recently received the Dora Brahms award for his work here at Winthrop. He is presently doing interior design and has been awarded a Master of Arts degree. McCull plans to split the award with his staff in order to...
**Dozier to be honored**

By SHARON M.

Terry Dozier, the South Carolina Teacher of the Year, will be awarded the Doctor of Humane Letters at Winthrop College commencement April 27.

According to Public Information, Dozier was born in Vietnam and is currently a history teacher at Irmo High School in Columbia. The award will be Dozier's first honorary degree. This will be the second year the award has been presented to a public school teacher.

One of two finalists for the National Teacher of the Year Award, Dozier is also a candidate to be the first teacher to fly aboard the space shuttle.

Expressing her success as a teacher, Dozier said, "Self-satisfaction that my faith in students is rewarded by their increased faith in themselves and their abilities. Although I am a demanding teacher, I temper those demands with love, understanding, and a sense of humor."

Having served as her school's class valedictorian, Dozier is a graduate of Florida State University where she also received her master's degree in education. While at Florida State she was named the school's Outstanding Four-Year Scholar.

She and her brother were both born in Vietnam. By a special act of Congress, they became the first children of Vietnam to be adopted by a couple from the United States.

Dozier began her teaching profession in Gainesville, Florida by working with the underprivileged low achievers. Upon completion of her master's degree, the couple moved to Miami. It was here that she began teaching extremely disadvantaged inner city children. She began her teaching at Irmo High School in 1977.

"Winthrop is honoring Terry Dozier because by fostering the lifelong love of learning in her students she is a credit to both the teaching profession and the entire state," Winthrop President Philip Lader commented.

**WC Counseling Center offers help to students**

By BRYAN ROBERTSON

TJ staff writer

The Winthrop College Counseling Center, located on the second floor of the Crawford Health Center, offers help to any student who may need guidance in solving personal or family problems.

According to Dr. Bill Wells, there are several programs offered that are planned to fit around whatever seems to be troubling the student. Both individual and group programs are available. Some of the group programs offered are for individuals with special problems such as children of alcoholics, rape victims, and eating disorders.

The Counseling Center also offers various workshops to help students with problems where they must apply themselves. Workshops are offered in the areas of stress management, study skills, assertiveness training and self-confidence. "We are human beings out to help other human beings," Dr. Wells said and added, "We all have special problems but the key is what to do with these problems. Time changes nothing. It's what you do with the problem. Doing is what takes time." Wells explained that there are certain alternatives that one can turn to in solving problems. One alternative is to try and help the student find other things to do in order to take his/her mind off what is bothering him/her.

The Counseling Center staff is composed of Dr. Wells, Dr. Jane Rankin, and Dee Hamilton. The counselors make their services known in the classrooms and can arrange to speak in residence halls. Dr. Wells said, "We have an excellent relationship with the housing staff. The residence directors feel confident in calling on us when psychological problems are involved. We are experts in the field of counseling and to be involved where we are needed. We sell good emotional health and produce emotionally healthy students."

He also expressed that the center is one of the college's facets that is totally dedicated to student advocacy.

There has been a proposal to the administration to add a new counselor. An internship could possibly be offered to someone who will need a job, either during their graduate work and who is currently working on their dissertation for a Ph.D.

The counseling staff sees over 350 students each year. That is approximately 6½ percent of the student body.

"We're all going to take life seriously. Try to stay out of the past because there is nothing we can do to what happened. Try to stay out of the future. We don't know what will happen. Try to stay with the present moment and struggle with what is being presented to you and you can face the future knowing you will face it appropriately when it gets here," Dr. Wells concluded.

The Counseling Center is open Monday thru Friday 9 am to 5 pm. Counseling hours are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information or to make appointments call 323-2233.

**Ninth Model UN approaches**

By SHARON M. COOK

Special to TJ

The ninth annual Winthrop Model United Nations will be held this week, April 10-13. The Model U.N. offers unique educational opportunities for its participants to learn about the problems of other countries and the United Nations.

The Model U.N. involves students from more than 65 high schools across the Carolinas during the conference. Delegations of high school students, led by Winthrop students enrolled in PLS 261, will represent countries of the United Nations and debate world issues.

When high school students register in the fall before the conference, they are assigned a country by the Model U.N. Secretariat.

On Wednesday, April 10, the students will register and attend a General Assembly. On Thursday and Friday, the student delegate to each of the three committees will meet separately to debate on resolutions. The resolutions passed in the committees will be brought to the General Assembly on Friday and Saturday for further discussion.

The high school delegates will be judged by a team of faculty members and students. They will be graded on the accuracy of their representations of a country's political positions, debating skills, knowledge of rules, and the ability to maintain an atmosphere of diplomacy. The top three students in each committee will be joined by Leslie Wilkerson, a diplomat from Australia, and Xu Lui Chen, a diplomat from The People's Republic of China.

Each year several delegates from the U.N. visit the conference. This year the Model U.N. will be joined by Leslie Wilkerson, a diplomat from Australia, and Xu Lui Chen, a diplomat from The People's Republic of China.

The public is invited to stop by and listen to the debate during the General Assembly on Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday which will be held in Tillman Auditorium.

Student coordinator for this year's conference is Laura Cude.

**Miss Winthrop Pageant coming April 20**

By DONNA CAPPS

TJ staff writer

The 1985 Miss Winthrop Pageant will be held April 20 at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Pi kappa Phi brought back this tradition in 1980, and the pageant will be joined this year by Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority in sponsoring the pageant.

The Miss Winthrop Pageant began in 1948 for the purpose of having a representative at the Charleston Azalea Festival. The voting lasted for three days in which a penny equally voted. The money raised went to the Foreign Student Scholarship Fund which enabled students from foreign countries to study at Winthrop. In 1969, the pageant changed from an elected pageant to a judged pageant. The winners no longer went to the Azalea Festival but represented Winthrop on campus.

The pageant ended in 1984 and May Court took its place. Nineteen girls sponsored by various Winthrop organizations and dorms will be competing for the title.

The category that they will be judged on are sportswear, swimsuit, evening wear, and personal interview with the judges. "This interview is the most important and influential part of the judging," said Keith Grant, co-chairman of Pi kappa Phi. The judges, Jim Lane from Chesterfield, Peggy Little from Pinelive, and Dennis Ledford from Charlotte, are all nationally accredited by Miss U.S.A. pageant. Local individuals were avoided as judges to insure neutrality.

The theme of the pageant is "Winthrop's Shining Stars." Bob Lacey, co-host of WBTV's P.M. Magazine, will be this year's emcee. Entertainment will include singers Lisa Hill and Carl Wells both Winthrop students, and the Winthrop Dance Theatre.

The pageant will go to P.U.S.H. (play units for severely handicapped), the philanthropy of Pi kappa Phi, and ARC (Association of Retarded Citizens), the Zeta Tau Alpha philanthropy. "The Miss Winthrop Pageant" benefits Winthrop College in that the winners represent the school in state competition, and also benefits the community by donations to these charities," concluded Grant.

The winner of the pageant will receive a plaque and necklace plus the chance to win again in the state competition. Both Greek organizations are encouraging students to participate in future Miss Winthrop Pageants. The price of the tickets are $2 in advance and $3 at the door. They will be on sale outside of the cafeteria and the Dinkins information desk beginning April 15.
Believe in yourself—put on a happy face

Hey Winthrop students! How are you feeling today? Not so good? Feeling depressed? Tired? Sick of school? Feel lonely—worthless? If you answered "yes" to any or all of the above—read on.

We all get down at times. Occasionally, I wonder why I'm here, what I want to do with my life—who I really am. I have doubts concerning religious beliefs, my worth as a human being, my abilities and talents. Life seems like one continuous battle—we fight, struggle, seize, and conquer. Finally we feel our lives are complete—but we fall once again—no one there to catch us. Identity crises strike, loved ones pass away, lovers come and go, personal problems become an everyday existence—Calgon, take me away! Right? We've discovered something—we're all human. Everyone goes through these traumatic times. But don't let it get you down. It's about time we all felt good about ourselves! Look in the mirror and say, "Hey you, I love you. I need you right now. Don't give up on me. Stay in the race—we're going to get through it together!"

We all get down at times. Occasionally, I wonder why I'm here, what I want to do with my life—who I really am. I have doubts concerning religious beliefs, my worth as a human being, my abilities and talents. Life seems like one continuous battle—we fight, struggle, seize, and conquer. Finally we feel our lives are complete—but we fall once again—no one there to catch us. Identity crises strike, loved ones pass away, lovers come and go, personal problems become an everyday existence—Calgon, take me away! Right? We've discovered something—we're all human. Everyone goes through these traumatic times. But don't let it get you down. It's about time we all felt good about ourselves! Look in the mirror and say, "Hey you, I love you. I need you right now. Don't give up on me. Stay in the race—we're going to get through it together!"

After this exchange of dialogue your roommate will probably walk in and determine you a basket case. Nevertheless, you have taken the first step in recognizing your self worth. Now all you have to do is believe in yourself. Hey—you're special! You have the right to a happy and self-fulfilling life. When you become stronger again and feel you can climb Mt. Everest, thank yourself for believing in yourself.

Start realizing your potential—what you can do for your school, your friends and yourself. Now—feel better? Good. Have a great day!

Do W.C. athletes receive privileges?

By BRYAN ROBERTSON
TJ staff writer

Some students tend to believe that the athletic department offers special privileges to athletes that no other college students are allowed to have. The Johnsonian interviewed head basketball Coach Nield Gordon and discussed these alleged privileges with him.

TJ brought up the question concerning why athletes are able to sign a deferment form and not have to pay the $100 room confirmation fee like the rest of the students. Gordon was quick to explain that any student on campus who is on a full scholarship may waive the confirmation fee as part of the scholarship.

Another topic discussed was the manner in which athletes break in line in the Thompson Cafeteria. Gordon commented, "Breaking in line is not a privilege but is very rude and inconsiderate. We don't by any means want our athletes to have that kind of reputation." Gordon went on to say this is something that only a few of the athletes have been doing. Besides, Gordon maintained, it is an ongoing thing that occurs not only on campus but everywhere and with everybody. True, Coach Gordon, we do not want our athletes or anybody else representing Winthrop College to have that kind of reputation, but sometimes what we want and what we get are two different things. Maybe a little "Peg Talk" in manners would do the job. Even if the athletes are not the primary "linebreakers," they could very well be the ones to help influence others not to behave this way.

When TJ asked Gordon to disclose a few of the privileges that athletes do receive, he refused to touch on the subject. Instead, he did explain while everyone packs up and goes home on weekends, it is the athletes who must remain on campus to keep up regular practices. They also can't go told story of athletic privileges that may someday work its way out of the dark corners of the locker room.

To us, this explanation sounds like a red herring. Students at Winthrop have some legitimate questions that Gordon will not address, such as "Who pays for the athletes' tennis shoes not only for games but for everyday use?" and "Why does the athletic department furnish athletes with contact lenses?" and "Why do the athletes have first choice in registering for classes each semester?" and "Who financed the trip to Ireland last year for the men's basketball team?"

According to Gordon, "Being an athlete means having to study. Each week the athletes are required to attend a study hall to help keep them on top of their studies. They are not allowed to take any cuts in classes except when representing the college." Sure Coach Gordon, but everyone knows the athletes get their share of cuts.

Gordon also added, "It really takes a dedicated person to be a college athlete and also to be a member of the team." This is a good philosophy, Coach, but we all must remember that it takes a very dedicated person to be a college student these days. It is nice to have extra curricular activities, but they really need to be placed second to academics.

Eligibility for admission should be placed before ability to play a sport and athletes should play by the same rules as everyone else.
Letters to the Editor

"Conservatives"

Dear editor,

A whole and hearty well done to Mark Wood concerning his article on "Conservatives" in the March 25th issue of TJ. As one who voted Democratic in November, I take heart in the fact that the liberal view is still alive on college campuses today.

As Mark pointed up, it is sad that most students in college today are sadly unaware of the issues facing this nation presently and I found his column today are sadly unaware of the than you think!

Sincerely,

Godfrey Kimball

Student Teacher

Dear editor,

This letter is dedicated to a special group of people. Chip Callahan's story about Spring Break 1985 (TJ March 25, 1985) mentioned what students did during that vacation week. Some went to Florida, some went home, and some stayed in Rock Hill because of jobs. But what about those of us who had to stay in Rock Hill during that week and continue our studies in teaching?

We are the ones who had to make arrangements for a place to live during that week. We are the ones who get up at 6:00 a.m. and have to try not to run the water too loud in the bathroom, keep the volume of our hair dryers to a mild whisper, and by all means tie-toe down the hall when we are leaving it that ungodly hour of 7:00 a.m.

I have to admit, though, the girls on my hall have been very considerate when I go to bed with the chickens. I appreciate it!!

Quida Moore
Senior

Credit due

Dear editor,

I feel it necessary to write to you on behalf of all the people who contributed to African Famine Relief Week at Winthrop College. Your article was very favorable and supportive of our cause; however, you excluded the most exciting aspect of the fundraiser, and that was the overwhelming participation by fellow students. The importance of an event like last week is not who did what, but how many did how much. Although there was some sacrifice on my part, it was only a fraction of the numerous events that went on last week, and I was only one of the many people who made a commitment to do something about World Hunger.

I found it disturbing that all these groups were not mentioned. The paper has run many articles on the apathy of the student body, but yet when we all get involved for a cause, you choose to focus your attention on only one small aspect underserving of such publicity—namely my fast. I feel in all fairness to the other people who worked so hard, recognition of their efforts should be made. Thus the reason for this letter.

The following is a list of people, clubs, organizations, etc. that have made equal commitments to the cause and deserve the recognition of the many events that went on last week. The list is by no means exhaustive, due to the deadline of this letter, and I apologize to those not mentioned who will have participated as the week progressed.

Student groups represented include the ARThery, English/Drama Club, DSU, Sigma Delta Pi, Omicron, Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Delta Pi, Chi Omega, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Pi Phi, Pi Pi, and Alpha Omicron, Alpha Phi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Margaret Nance, Residence Hall, Residence Hall, and Byte, as well as all the participants in the Musicians Benefit on Wednesday night; the girls' softball team, and the members of the faculty/staff team; church organizations such as the Oratory, Aldersgate United, Wesley Foundation; also Dinkins Student Center and the Housing Department and the Royal Lichtenstein Circus.

Also, all the independent students, faculty and administration who are too numerous to name but who were always available when needed. Space does not permit mentioning each, but many, many more people deserve just credit. Again, the above list is by no means exhaustive, but it may help dispel the myth of the apathy of Winthrop College and its students. It is clear that Winthrop cares, and we all can feel proud.

Sincerely,

Larry Tavino

Editor's Note

In response to the above letter from Larry Tavino, The Johnsonian in no way wants to take away from the entire African Relief Fund Project, sponsored by campus organizations. The story entitled "Tavino Sacrifices for African Relief Fund" in the April 1st issue of The Johnsonian, provided necessary information about the Famine Relief Events.

Despite Mr. Tavino's modesty, the fact remains that he had the major responsibility for organizing an imaginative way of promoting the event that justified the coverage we gave him.

By RANDY GREEN

"No, I've never heard of him, but I know people who have and so I plan to go hear him speak."

David Allison
Freshman

Intelligent response needed

By SUSAN R. SMITH

It is hard for me to believe that students here at Winthrop College do not take things more seriously. As you can see by the above column, only two people could answer this question intelligently. Of course, there were other answers given, but none of them were worthy of time or space in The Johnsonian. The SOUND OFF column is FOR the students. Think what you will but believe me the administration as well as fellow students read this every week.

It is impossible to be so uninformed that you must resort to "silly" answers for YOUR college newspaper. The constant grip on this campus is not being able to have input on issues and decisions. It is not as easy as you may think to come up with a good, sometimes even decent question for SOUND OFF each week, but with ignorant responses, the task is impossible. Especially in the above question. Not only was there a 2 x 3 inch picture on the front page last week, but he is a man who will accomplish more in one day than most of us will ever attempt.

If you are reading this article you are more than likely not the uninformed people I am speaking of, but please, talk with your friends. Just as it is The Johnsonian's responsibility to keep students and faculty/staff informed of important issues and events, it is each student's responsibility to keep each other informed.

Contrary to popular belief, The Johnsonian cannot be everywhere. If you have a newsworthy event or issue you would like to see approached, let us know. If it complies with our guidelines and by-laws set forth by the college, we will be happy to investigate. If you have a suggestion for the Sound Off column, let us know. It is not The Johnsonian staff that makes it work here at Winthrop College; it's the student body.
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Personal Messages

Thursday Too- My deepest apologies—no harm intended, Robert Jolly

Tri Sigma New Sisters: Congrats! I know you would make it. Thanks for the help with all my errands. Keep up the good work! Love you—June

Kelly J, My Favorite Star— "KLOPSTOCK!" A secret admirer

Stewart B. I can't wait until the 12th! It's going to be great. Remember to bring an extra bow tie for me! Love "Bug"

Tuckerhead—Next time you go to the Sigma Nu house please don't pass out on the couch. J & J

Richard P. Congratulations Little Brother. You were the perfect (?) pledge. JD

Roddey 316... I could have picked worse roommates, Sown

To Flippy and Ricky Riccardo... Your Wimpy fish can "pack a punch"... SAMSON rules Roddey 316! Sown

Jeannie... Just thinking about you blows my mind! P.J.S

Course content changes

BOO TON, MA. (AP)—Some universities in order to access the best minds and technology weighting their course offerings towards math and science to lure large corporate contributions, according to a new study by a Boston investment firm. "For many universities and colleges, selling their programs to corporations and other philanthropic agencies and individuals is key to economic viability," says the Franklin Research and Development Corporation study.

"But the desire to create greater corporate contributions can change a school's policies and practices," the report warns.

Many schools are becoming increasingly dependent on financial support from the private sector because the public sector—the federal and state governments—are giving less aid to colleges and universities. Easy, they are naturally going to give more money to improve things like education—already the highest category in their interest areas like corporate giving—reached an engineering and science program. Kam estimated $1.29 billion last year, Kaman says.

But while contributions increase, the report points out, corporate contributions are "the diversification of support "unrestricted gifts" that can be applied to virtually any area of a college's program."

For one thing, Kaman says, nearly 40 percent of corporate contributions are "the diversification of support unrestricted gifts" that can be applied to virtually any area of a college's program."

But while contributions increase, the report points out, corporate contributions are "the diversification of support "unrestricted gifts" that can be applied to virtually any area of a college's program."

Wednesday Too—My deepest apologies—no harm intended. Robert Jolly

Tri Nova New Sisters: Congrats! I know you would make it. Thanks for the help with all my errands. Keep up the good work! Love you—June

Kelly J, My Favorite Star— "KLOPSTOCK!" A secret admirer

Stewart B. I can't wait until the 12th! It's going to be great. Remember to bring an extra bow tie for me! Love "Bug"

Tuckerhead—Next time you go to the Sigma Nu house please don't pass out on the couch. J & J

Richard P. Congratulations Little Brother. You were the perfect (?) pledge. JD

Roddey 316... I could have picked worse roommates, Sown

To Flippy and Ricky Riccardo... Your Wimpy fish can "pack a punch"... SAMSON rules Roddey 316! Sown

Jeannie... Just thinking about you blows my mind! P.J.S

Course content changes

BOO TON, MA. (AP)—Some universities in order to access the best minds and technology weighting their course offerings towards math and science to lure large corporate contributions, according to a new study by a Boston investment firm. "For many universities and colleges, selling their programs to corporations and other philanthropic agencies and individuals is key to economic viability," says the Franklin Research and Development Corporation study.

"But the desire to create greater corporate contributions can change a school's policies and practices," the report warns.

Many schools are becoming increasingly dependent on financial support from the private sector because the public sector—the federal and state governments—are giving less aid to colleges and universities. Easy, they are naturally going to give more money to improve things like education—already the highest category in their interest areas like corporate giving—reached an engineering and science program. Kam estimated $1.29 billion last year, Kaman says.

But while contributions increase, the report points out, corporate contributions are "the diversification of support "unrestricted gifts" that can be applied to virtually any area of a college's program."
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Take me out to the bargain
game

By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ assistant sports editor

Spring has sprung and so has the Winthrop College baseball team. Sprung to the top, that is. This is the first season with Big South Conference competition. The competition is heading our way, so has the Winthrop College baseball team. Sprung to the top, that is. This is the first season with Big South Conference competition. The conference is broken into two divisions for baseball, an East division and West division. The top two teams in each division will meet at the site of the East Division Champion for a double elimination tournament to determine the conference champion.

Winthrop has an early record of 14-1 but is only 1-0 in the conference play along with Campbell. Winthrop along with Augusta and Armstrong State dominate the team statistics at the moment. Sprung to the top, that is.

For the Eagles Greg Hamm is fourth in the Conference for batting averages with a .442. In fifth and seventh place in home runs for Winthrop is Phil Blankenstein and Len Herd. In doubles from Winthrop Ricky Burkett is fifth and first with triples is Dave Patterson. Take into consideration these leaders with a .369 average. Dave Patterson is also batting .391 with Jeff Dodig currently sporting .448, .413 and .418 averages respectively. Dave Patterson is also batting .391 with Jeff Lester rounding out the batting leaders with a .369 average.

The individual department leaders are spread among five players. As mentioned before Hamm leads the team with a .418 average while Dave Patterson has 9 doubles and 2 triples to lead the team in those departments.

Winthrop Eagles are springing to the top of the conference and pitching and third for home runs. Not only are the Eagles number one in batting and scoring, but they are second in the conference for fielding, stolen bases, and pitching and third for home runs.

I would definitely say that we are having a good experience and will be well prepared for the conference championship. I say--way to go guys and BATTER up!!!
Take a tour around Winthrop College’s Shack

Special to TJ

Hop into your automobile and take a ride out to the College Lake. As you enter the Coliseum parking area loop, you quickly recognize a turning lane to make your entrance off Eden Terrace a little safer. Traveling around the loop you come to the newly established entrance to the many recreational opportunities located in an area known by two names, the College Farm or College Lake.

Swing wide since the curb cut will only accommodate 1/4 vehicles. If your back right wheel isn’t bouncing over the curb and no traffic is forcing you onward, take a minute to review the neatly stenciled sign providing you the rules and regulations for the area, but don’t study them too long. Few people even read them.

Turning right and rolling your window up to avoid choking on the dust, you quickly see new fencing on garage collectors and metal things-a-ma-jigs that would envy Sanford and Son.

Glancing to your right as you enter (or it exit) the area, the plush green of a baseball field. How is it that this area looks so well maintained. By golly, that’s the coaches and team out there keeping the area looking so neat.

Swing left and you pass one of the true historic buildings on campus - once part of the old Winthrop farm. Soon you reach payment again and abiding by traffic signs you turn right to begin circumventing the lake. It’s not long before your curiosity is aroused by a paved outlet making its way up the hill. Before yielding to your exploratory nature, you quickly see a locked gate at the top of the hill and realize it is an abandoned entrance and exit to the area.

Another 1000 yards or so and you pass a facility commonly called the Shack. Although the facility seems modern enough the paint peeling on the outside and the dead shrubbery seems to give credence to its name (the Shack). Not much further you pass a garbage container that must have been overlooked by Sanford and Son.

Bounding the curve, don’t let the fallen monument to “trees of days gone by” occupy your attention or you just might pay too much attention. The next 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

About 30 miles north of here, University of Oregon female students, outraged and frightened by a rape on the campus last October, will launch their new escort service in a couple of weeks. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

About 30 miles north of here, University of Oregon female students, outraged and frightened by a rape on the campus last October, will launch their new escort service in a couple of weeks. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

Anti-rape services unsuccessful

CORVALLIS, OR (CP) - In the spring of 1980, a sophomore woman was raped near Oregon State University’s Kellogg Library. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

About 30 miles north of here, University of Oregon female students, outraged and frightened by a rape on the campus last October, will launch their new escort service in a couple of weeks. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

About 30 miles north of here, University of Oregon female students, outraged and frightened by a rape on the campus last October, will launch their new escort service in a couple of weeks. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.

Today, the service is gone. Few people know it ever existed.

About 30 miles north of here, University of Oregon female students, outraged and frightened by a rape on the campus last October, will launch their new escort service in a couple of weeks. The next day, 20 Finley Hall volunteers organized an escort service to help women make it across campus safely.
Drug use levels off among freshmen

The use of achiever drugs, such as cocaine, is "going up, while the use of relaxing drugs is going down," notes Kevin Zeese, director of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, which discourages the use of controlled substances but favors making marijuana legal.

"We're not so much solving the drug problem as changing it," Zeese says. Joanne Gampel, director of the Center on Marijuana and Health, suggests that students' increased emphasis on learning marketable skills is changing drug use habits.

"People want to be energized," she says. "Marijuana doesn't do that. Students can't work while on marijuana, but they can while on cocaine."

There are even signs of an increasing cocaine habit among politically conservative college students, not normally drug experimenters, Gampel says.

"One student at the University of Maryland told me the word on campus is that students don't feel cocaine is a drug," Gampel says. "It's just something that gives you strength and energy. They want to get ahead in the world, so using something that gives you energy is okay."

Johnston dismisses these explanations, arguing the increase in cocaine use nationwide since 1985 is statistically insignificant.

What's more, Johnston's survey indicates students are increasingly wary of cocaine. In 1983, 74 percent of them said they thought there is great risk in regular cocaine use. Last year, that figure jumped to 70 percent.

The figures on cocaine use, though up from 1983, do not reflect all-time highs. The percentage of students reporting using cocaine during the previous month was the same as in 1981, and the percentage who said they had used it during the previous year was nearly a percentage point lower than the 1981 figure.

The survey found:
- Seniors' use of sedatives and tranquilizers declined again.
- While there was no discernable change in students' use of heroin and other opiates, their use of LSD continued a steady decline that began in 1980, and use of PCP remained low after a precipitous drop between 1979 and 1982.

There are no indications students are replacing illegal drugs with alcohol. The number reporting drinking five or more drinks in one sitting during the two weeks before completing the questionnaire declined two percent to 39 percent.

The number of smokers, which dropped by a third between 1977 and 1980, fell another two percent from 1983 to 1984. Fewer than one-fifth of the seniors said they smoke daily.

College Presidents congratulate themselves

The Reagan administration's education policies, evidently, aren't making their jobs any easier.

A whopping 43 percent of the presidents surveyed rated Reagan's higher ed programs as "disappointing," while an additional 25 percent labeled them "poor."

Only 25 percent called Reagan's programs "adequate," while five percent gave them a "very good" rating.

The presidents' view of Reagan isn't anything terribly surprising, however, says T.M. Freeman, one of the SUNY researchers who worked on the study.

The higher education community in general, he points out, seems to feel Reagan's higher education programs are inadequate, particularly in the area of student aid funding.

"What is surprising, though, is the contradiction between the presidents' sense that they're doing a very good job, despite what they perceive as a serious funding and resource problem," Freeman notes.

And because public colleges "are responsible for educating about 80 percent of America's college students," he explains, "it was time that public higher education did a report card on itself to identify our strengths and weaknesses and our general concerns."

Of the 200 presidents surveyed, 58 percent said American colleges' performance was "very good," while 31 percent rated it as "adequate," seven percent labeled it "excellent," and four percent denounced it as "poor."

Asked to rate the three most pressing problems facing higher education, 64 percent of the presidents cited funding facilities as the most serious problem, followed by equipment replacement (22 percent) and poorly prepared freshmen (20 percent).

Federal financial aid, in particular, seems to worry the presidents, with only six percent rating it "very good." Seventy-nine percent want more money for student aid, the study shows.

At the same time, the presidents "state legislative, governors, and other regional agencies affect their job more than the federal government. The media, faculty, alumni and student organizations also influence presidential decisions, the study found."

Other studies have shown the state government plays a much more prominent role in the colleges' daily operations than does the federal government, notes Nancy Axelrod, vice president for programming and public policy at the Association of Governing Boards.

Also high on the list were inadequate faculty salaries (13 percent), the declining pool of high school graduates (15 percent), overemphasis on career preparation (13 percent), and declining academic standards (12 percent).
FOR EVERYONE WHO'S MADE THE GRADE, AND PASSED THE CLASS...

SIGMA NU
SUD FLOOD FOUR

Distributed Locally By B & B Distributors, Inc.
Shealey-mentor of International Program

By CHRISTOPHER TIDWELL
Special to TJ

After twenty-three years of teaching at Winthrop College, it would be easy to understand why a professor would lack enthusiasm. To see one that is just the opposite, so full of excitement and good-will, truly is a fortunate situation for students.

Thomas Alvin Shealy, came to Winthrop College in the fall of 1962, and how long he stays, God only knows. "I don't know, I won't make those plans until I fall dead," said Shealy.

Shealy has lead a very active life, partly stemming from his philosophy of life: "Never let a cow go a single day without being milked, for surely if you don't disaster will occur." This philosophy might come partly from being raised on a farm in Newberry, S.C., growing up with fourteen children and living on a cotton farm, Shealy found out. Being one of the youngest of fourteen children and living on a cotton farm, Shealy found out from being raised on a farm in Newberry, S.C.

Shealy has a cotton farm, which is what he's also interested in doing. He also takes care of the animals on the farm. He has a cow which he milked every day, and he says that doing this every day is important for his health.

After finishing high school, Shealy enrolled in the United States Navy from 1952-55. He went back home and enrolled at Newberry College where he received a degree in secondary education with certification in French and social studies with nothing essential in mind to do, he accepted a position on the teaching staff at Wescombett High School in Jacksonville, Florida.

Following that year, however, the National Defense Education Act was passed. Shealy accepted a Fulbright Scholarship to study at Emory University where he received a M.A. in French. Finally Shealy received a Fulbright Scholarship which enabled him to travel overseas. He spent a year studying at Strausburg University, which is between France and Germany. While in France, friends had the word over to Shealy about the position at Winthrop as French instructor. Of course he accepted the position and thus the thirty years have happened. Shealy has seen changes at Winthrop which he believes have bettered the school. "The changes at Winthrop which have come about have been beneficial for the school," said Shealy.

Ten years ago Winthrop was an all girls college. Then what Shealy describes as "The Revolution" of free speech, men were accepted for the first time in the history of the school. "I don't believe any females resented the fact," said Shealy.

With the change, came a greater interest in social activities and life outside the classroom. Shealy gave some recommendations for students who fall into this category. "Be careful in your daily preparations. Everything is important in daily lessons. One can make progress, if attention is paid to that," he said.

Those people who enjoy the night life should take note. Night clubs were not always part of the Winthrop scene. "I'm not sure if there are any night clubs on campus," said Shealy.

Shealy has also adopted two children, Christopher and Dean. His decision to adopt children was just a "spur of the moment" associated with Thomas Shealy and his wife. "I am very selective in what I let into my life. Twenty three years and counting at Winthrop," said Shealy. "I found that doing chores and getting along with people two of three major tasks—the third was studying."

After finishing high school, Shealy enrolled in the United States Navy from 1952-55. He went back home and enrolled at Newberry College where he received a degree in secondary education with certification in French and social studies with nothing essential in mind to do, he accepted a position on the teaching staff at Wescombett High School in Jacksonville, Florida.

Numerous problems developed with these club openings. Students were arrested for D.U.I., caused accidents, fell behind in school. "I found that more students now miss Fridays than before. That's why I always give my tests on Fridays, so students will be in class," said Shealy.

In 1975 with the arrival of males Shealy was also appointed the position of Foreign Student Advisor. The title in the broadest sense means an advisor that students from other cultures can go and talk to about certain problems that arise. As you enter Shealy's office you see the benefits from his job. Since 1975 students have been continually contributed artifacts in interest of presenting their culture," said Shealy. Hanger from all walls one may notice all sorts of colorful objects such as African Guitar from Nigeria, rugs from Central America, brass objects from Saudi Arabia, and countless others.

More recently however the foreign student advisor has been grieved with several deaths of foreign students. "It has been a most frustrating situation," said Shealy. Winthrop average enrollment of foreign students is roughly 85 per year, although there is no active recruitment. "We are strictly word of mouth, but the best recruitment is a happy recommendation from former students," he said.

The best example of this was the Huertas brothers from Peru, in which three brothers ended up going to Winthrop. They were the youngest brothers of four children, Christopher and Dean. Shealy's office was positioned as yeoman, giving him the trade of book keeping. Completing naval duty, he accepted a position on the teaching staff at Wessconnett High School in Jacksonville, Florida. While in Jacksonville, Smith states that the University also contributed to his education with certification in French and social studies with nothing essential in mind to do, he accepted a position on the teaching staff at Wessconnett High School in Jacksonville, Florida.
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School of Education offers phone friend

By TOM STEAKL
12th floor office

The Winthrop College School of Education is offering a phone friend service to elementary school children in the Rock Hill area. Dr. Susan Smith and Dr. Helen Abell are the directors of this program.

"The service offers a phone number children can call for someone they can talk to," explained Smith, who initiated the program at Winthrop. "I read about it in some research, and it just sounded like a good idea," she said.

Smith and Abell should try offering something like it. We usually have two busy periods right after that. The program is sponsored by McDonald's. The McDonald's Corporation funds the project, which is about $1,500 a year. Smith explained. "Most of that goes into promotion. A portion also goes to pay the babysitters over the breaks, and yes, to pay the phone bill."

For anyone interested in the service for their children, contact Phone Friend in CARE.
Hudson to attend Oxford
By JODY BROWN
TJ staff writer

Within 60 hours, plans for the summer changed drastically for Jeff Hudson. Now, instead of working the entire summer as a park minister at Elijah Clark State Park in Lincolnton, Ga., Hudson will attend Oxford University for six weeks on a $1500 scholarship.

Hudson, a Winthrop College senior English major, intended to attend the Summer School in Literature, but would be able to attend the British University Summer School.

After a whirlwind of letter writing by Hudson and English department faculty, Hudson was interviewed March 7 by members of the selection committee and received a phone call at 8 a.m. the next morning telling him that he had been selected to attend the British University Summer School.

Hudson’s love for English literature has given him the goal of becoming a teacher of comparative literature in German, French and Spanish at the college level. He plans to pursue his master’s degree and has applied to Winthrop, the University of Kansas and the University of Indiana. "I’ll probably get the form that's taken, go directly on to my doctorate studies from there," he adds.

"Attending Oxford this summer will be a tremendous opportunity," said Hudson.

The trip will be the first time Hudson has travelled abroad and although it sounds like a lot of work, it will also give him an opportunity to tour the English and Scottish counties on his own and enjoy recreational activities with the 139 other students who will be attending the program. He has have opportunities to bike and boat and the University Sports Center will be open to use. During the short break and holidays, I plan to see Scotland and England.

"The summer school is a dream come true. Even though I've visited Canada, I've never flown on a commercial airliner. I won't believe I'm actually going until I get on the plane. Receiving this scholarship was a tremendous feeling."

Time to get in shape
By SUSAN SMITH
TJ editor

More and more people are deciding to take charge of their lives by getting in shape. It's good for the heart and around the heart valves.

To begin an exercise program determine your goals. "An athlete may begin a program for rehabilitation, a heart patient to increase his life span, or someone else to improve personal looks and feel better, and live longer."

According to Dr. Charles Bowers of the Winthrop Physical Education Department, "In the past, exercise contributed to good overall health: increasing flexibility, strength, and cardiovascular endurance. The two main reasons, however, are that you look better, makes you more outgoing and friendly, giving you more self-confidence," said Bowers.

"If you are going out and being active once a week, that’s exercise, that’s stress," said Bowers. "This only stresses the body—it will regrow back to its previous state over the week! You need to exercise three times a week."

Establish your duration, select your exercise mode, establish your duration, weight and color for the exercise program. "Whatever is very convenient; all you need is the need for the right equipment is beneficial because it does not require a partner or special equipment," Bowers said.

Swimming is a suggested alternative form of exercise because it works many of the body parts and increases flexibility. Cycling and the availability of stationary cycles are also good, but caution, these do not work the upper body. Bowers said, "Aerobic dance can be very good, but you need to determine the credibility of the instructor, do they know what they’re doing?"

Exercising does two things: "It increases lean weight and decreases fat weight. That is what you want to do," said Bowers. "People need to understand that exercise is not a cure-all. Just because I exercise doesn't mean I'll live longer, but while I'm living I want to be able to do it and do things. Exercise enables you to do that!"

For more information on starting your own fitness program, consult Physical Fitness, A Way Of Life, by Bud Getchell.
Traditions renewed on campus

By DICKIE BUCHANAN
Special to TJ

In the past, Winthrop College was very rich in tradition. Yesterday's customs included such events as Rat Week, the May Court (of the Southland's fairest flowers), the Blue Line, and Class Follies. Another less flamboyant tradition that unfortunately disappeared was a tangible contribution by a class to Winthrop's landscape. For example, it was a tradition for a class at Winthrop to leave behind a landmark such as a tree, a fountain, or a park bench. At the turn of the century, it was especially popular to plant a tree as a gift. The classes of 1899 and 1901 both have trees on Tillman lawn. In front of Bancroft Dorm, there is a tree that was planted in memory of David Bancroft Johnson, founder and president of Winthrop for 42 years, by the S.C. Congress of Parents and Teachers. Then, for 50 years, the tree planting tradition vanished.

But now some of the Greek organizations are taking an interest in reviving the tradition. A few years ago, the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority contributed dogwoods to campus and just last year, the Sigma Nu fraternity donated additional dogwoods. On March 3 of this year, the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity planted a maple in Tillman lawn in honor of their fifth anniversary on campus. A commemorative stone plaque will mark the tree. Tal Johnson, vice president of the fraternity, said, "There have been several trees planted as memorials and gifts to the college in the last few years but to our knowledge, this is the first since the Johnson tree, planted in a ceremony at which Martie Curran, Director of Winthrop Alumni Relations, and Jimmie Williamson, a fraternity alumnus, tossed in the first shovelful of soil.

Daren Phillips, secretary of the fraternity's chapters, had a key role in the tree-planting. He remarked, "We wanted to make a visible contribution to Winthrop in honor of our alumni. While I walked to Dinkins one day, I noticed that the tree plaques were very old and I wondered what had happened to the tradition." After research in the archives and the Alumni Relations office, he found that the tradition had for no apparent reason ceased. Phillips decided that planting a tree would be the perfect way to honor the alumni and the chapters agreed.

The next step was going through the proper channels. Eventually, Phillips ended up at the Physical Plant where Director William Culp showed him the landscape layout plan of the entire campus. Phillips found that the atrium area in front of Tillman had never been completed according to the specifications designed by Kenneth B. Simmons of Columbia. Culp was excited about the renewed interest in Winthrop's landscape. He said, "I'm glad people are taking interest in the planting. Every tree is planted for beauty and purpose and with Winthrop's age, the trees must be respected." After a spot was selected, it was decided that a sugar maple bud was chosen and placed in the atrium area in front of the Musical Arts Building.

Traditions renewed on campus
WHEN FINALS ARE OVER JOIN YOUR FRIENDS AT THE BEACH FOR $11.00 PER PERSON, PER NIGHT, PLUS SALES TAX, 4 NIGHT MINIMUM, BASED ON OCCUPANCY OF 4, INCLUDES FULL KITCHEN, POOL, ACROSS FROM OCEAN, 1 AND 2 ROOM UNITS.
ST. CHARLES INN MOTEL
OCEAN DRIVE SECTION
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, SC
RESERVE NOW!
803-272-6748

APRIL SPECIAL.
FREE EAR PIERCING
with the purchase of
APRIL BIRTHSTONE STUDS
only $3.00

SHOWS DAILY
7:00 PM
The Slugger's Wife (PG-13)
The Last Dragon (PG-13)
9:00 PM
Thurs. All Seats $2.00

SHOWS DAILY
3:00-5:00-7:00
The Care Bears Movie (G)
Thurs. All Seats $2.00

CINEMA 4

King David (PG-13)
2:00-5:15-7:15-9:15
Police Academy 2 (PG-13)
3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15
Porky's Revenge (R)
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15
Baby
Secret of the Lost Legend (PG)
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15

WINTHROP STUDENTS
$3.00 WITH WCID

$20.00 OFF WHITE LUSTRIUM
18K Gold at 40 Off!
FIRST TIME EVER!

SEE YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE
DATE: April 15, 16 & 17
TIME: 10:00-6:00
PLACE: Dinkins Student Center
Jostens college rings offered daily at your locations.

SAVE 10% ON WINTHROP WEDNESDAYS
If you're a Wintthrop College student or faculty member, Wednesday is your day at Long John Silver's. Simply present your Wintthrop I.D.—and we'll take 10% off your check!
2427 Cherry Rd., Rockhill

COMPACT DISCS
Now Available
at The Record Cellar

The Johnsonian
The STUDENTS' Newspaper!

Compact Discs
Now Available
at The Record Cellar

10-9 M-Sat
366-6139
Rock Hill Mall

Cash for Books
SELL THEM AT:
The Bookworm
Basset Shopping Center
Cash anytime for your books between
10 am - 12 pm & 1 pm to 5 pm
Monday - Friday

TDK, Maxell, Memorex
and Fuji Blank Audio
and Video Tape
in Stock Now at
The Record Cellar
10-9 M-Sat.
366-6139
Rock Hill Mall

LONG JOHN SILVER'S
SEASIDE SHOPS

DATE: April 15, 16 & 17
TIME: 10:00-6:00
PLACE: Dinkins Student Center
Jostens college rings offered daily at your locations.
No Problem!

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS™ FREE.

Before you burn out on studying, pick up the phone and call Domino's Pizza. In less than 30 minutes we'll deliver hot, delicious pizza right to your door. No problem!

Call us.
324-7666
760 Cherry Rd.
324-3111
1146-B East White St.

Menu

All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese

Our Special Cheese Pizza a.

12" CHEESE $4.99
16" CHEESE $6.99

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Onions, Anchovies, Green Peppers, Olives, Sausage, Ground Beef, Hot Peppers, Double Cheese, Extra Thick Crust

30 minute guarantee

If your pizza does not arrive within 30 minutes, present this coupon to the driver for $3.00 off your pizza. One coupon per pizza.

Fast, Free Delivery™
324-7666
760 Cherry Rd.

Open for lunch
11am-1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri & Sat.

Our drivers carry less than 20.00. Limited delivery area.

©1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
This is the famous Budweiser beer. We know of no brand produced by any other brewer which costs so much to brew and age. Our exclusive Beechwood Aging produces a taste, a smoothness and a drinkability you will find in no other beer at any price.

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS®
Dinkins Student Union
“This One’s For You”
Spring Fling ’85
April 13, 1985  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
COST: $2.00 WCID & Driver’s License
$4.00 Guest (One Guest Per WCID)
PLACE: Winthrop College Lake
Parking At The Coliseum
Free Shuttle Bus From 1:30 to 6:00 Leaving From
Byrnes And Richardson Every Thirty Minutes
ENTERTAINMENT: “Brice Street”, Ping Pong Ball
Drop, Sky Divers, Hot Air Balloon

No Alcoholic Beverages, Coolers, Glass Containers, Or Pets Allowed.
Budweiser Draught Will Be Available At 50¢ a Cup
Free Door Prizes While They Last

this Buds for you!